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Awarding of SEC 2017 

The EMF has received 3 candidacies related to the Organization of SEC 2017 from Portugal, Czech 
Republic and Italy. 

First of all we have to note that Italian candidacy has been sent via email later than the due date. It has 
been dove the overall evaluation but we consider the delay in the final evaluation. 

First of all there has been an informal contact with all the Portuguese and Czech Federation to understand 
their availability to move to the next years or to change the kind of competition. 

All the answers received does not have any particular constraint.  

In particular: 

- Portuguese Federations wrote: 

For Portuguese Federation it would be indifferent the candidacy be for 2017 or 2018. However, 
beside the team of minigolf of Portel (ADA)this candidacy for 2017 has the total  support of the 
current Mayor of the Municipality of Portel, that is a adept of this sport. But, at October 2017 it will 
be elections and this can mean that the Mayor couldn't be the same and, because of that the 
partnership with the Municipality can not happen 

- Czech Federations wrote: 

we have also sent the application for Youth World Championship 2018 for Cheb to WMF, and that's 
the reason why we are interested in Seniors Championship only for the year 2017. 
 

After this answers we evaluate other aspects of the organizations: 

- distance from the closer airport: this is a proxy for be able to receive as much as team as possible 
also from far countries; 

- average meteo conditions in the season: all candidacies are for outside tournament in August. A 
lower temperature can be a better solution; 

- number of championship awarded to the Country in the last decade: this criteria is related to have a 
better distribution of championships among countries; 

- cost of life: this is a proxy to find the cheapest solution for accommodation of players and guests; 
- previous organization experience: in case there has been other competitions we looked to the past 

experience we had as a proxy of the ability to handle such kind of events  

The overall evaluation follows and suggest to assign the SEC 2017 to CZ. 

This report has been spread with EMF Board Member and all agreed with the decision. 
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